Abstract-In the high performance VLSI with multi-layer layout model, the complexity of the global routing problem becomes much high under timing constraints. This paper presents a hierarchical global routing method based on a multi-layer routing model for the high performance standard cell layout. In each hierarchical level, the routes of nets are determined by solving a linear programming problem considering wire-sizing and bufferinsertion under timing constraints. We have implemented the proposed method on a workstation and showed the effectiveness of the method from experimental results.
I Introduction
With recent advances of deep-submicron technologies, VLSI has been used in various kinds of electronics products. Nowadays, the number of transistors mounted on a state-of-the-art VLSI chip is about 10 8 . In such a VLSI chip, interconnect design plays an important role in determining the chip performance [3] , and in recent years, many interconnect optimization techniques, including interconnect wire sizing, driver sizing, buffer insertion and sizing, have been proposed and shown to be very effective for interconnection delay reductions [6, 13] .
As the another concern of the routing process, the routing layers have become more than two. In the past, with one or two layers available for global routing, the job was simply to find the routing channels needed for each net. As the VLSI technologies evolved, the multi-layer (more than two layers) routing makes issues, such as via minimization and layer assignment, much more difficult. In the future, the number of layers of a chip will have more than six or eight [7] .
In the high performance VLSI with the multi-layer layout model, the complexity of routing problem becomes much high under timing constraints. Although there have been many previous methods for the global routing problem in VLSI layout design, there have been few results on the problem with the multi-layer model. Eugene and Sechen have proposed a multilayer chip-level global router [9] , but their layout model is the macro-cell design style. Timing constraints have not also been considered in their method. So, in this paper, we propose a timing-driven hierarchical global routing method with wiresizing and buffer-insertion for a multi-layer channel-less standard cell layout model. To estimate interconnection delay accurately, we adopt the delay estimation model based on Elmore's delay model [8] .
In the proposed method, we treat a multi-layer model for very large scale circuits and route nets considering both the timing constraints and the routing congestion simultaneously. In the proposed routing method, first, the routing area is divided into sub-regions called blocks. Initially, layout area consists of 424 blocks. Each block at a certain level is divided into 424 recursively. Next, we route nets in each 424 region simultaneously by solving the linear programming problem, in which each possible route of a net is represented as a routing pattern meeting timing constraints considering wire-sizing and buffer-insertion. After 4 2 4 routing, we divide the routing area hierarchically and set terminals among sub-regions in the next hierarchy level. We repeat area routing and hierarchical decomposition until the predetermined level. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the layout model and graph model used in this paper. In Section III, we propose a timing-driven hierarchical global routing algorithm with wire-sizing and buffer-insertion. In Section IV, experimental results and the evaluation of the proposed algorithm are shown. Finally in Section V, we describe the conclusions and future researches.
II Preli mi nari e s

A. Layout Model
The layout model we assume in this paper is the cell based model which consists of row based standard-cells and some macro-cells. Moreover, a channel-less cell layout model can be used. We assume that the interconnections are done using six routing layers. However, it is possible to extend our routing method to the multi-layer layout model with more than six routing layers. The routing layer consists of a pair of vertical and horizontal wiring layers. We call ith pair of routing layer simply ith routing layer(i = 1; 2; 3). The wire width and the wire space of ith routing layer are represented as w i and s i , respectively, and we define the wire pitch of ith routing layer as The routing area is represented by hierarchical graph 2 E l has routing capacity for each routing layer. This provides constraints on the number of nets that can be routed through the edge. We define the routing capacity of e i;i+1 (l) on each routing layer as,
; c a p
If some routing area of the macro-cell region is prohibited to be used for routing, the routing capacity of the edges on the layer h may be set to zero : ca p (h)
= 0. The number of nets passing through the edge e i;i+1 (l) on each routing layer is represented as,
and the routing congestion of e i;i +1 (l) on each routing layer h
In order to satisfy the routing capacity constraint, we must route all nets under the condition that d n s 
III The Proposed R o uting Algorit h m
In this section, we will propose the timing-driven hierarchical global routing algorithm with wire-sizing and bufferinsertion. As mentioned above, we can treat a multi-layer routing model for interconnecting terminals. Since each routing layer has different wire width and wire spacing, we determine suitable wire width for each net so as to satisfy the timing and routing congestion constraints. We call this selection of wire width wire sizing in this paper.
The proposed routing algorithm is based on hierarchical routing [5, 15] and consists of three phases. In this approach, hierarchical decomposition of the problem into subproblems is performed so as to reduce the complexity of the overall global routing problem. The subproblems are solved, then the partial solutions are combined to produce a solution to the original global problem. In our routing algorithm, the top level corresponds to the entire layout, which is decomposed to 424 blocks in a top-down fashion. At each level of the hierarchy, we route a set of nets in each 424 regions simultaneously considering the interconnection delay and the routing congestion. We formulate each routing sub-problem as a 0-1 integer program. In the formulation of the 0-1 integer program, a variable is associated with a routing pattern of a net which satisfies the timing constraint with wire-sizing and buffer-insertion. After hierarchical decomposition reached to the lowest level L, the routing congestion can be calculated and we rip-up some nets which violate the timing constraints and reroute them in the bottom up approach, taking into account the routing congestion.
Phase 1:
At level l, find the routes of the nets in each 424 region by solving the 0-1 integer program. Phase 2: Perform hierarchical decomposition and assign the virtual terminals at the border of each block.
Phase 3: Repeat Phases 1 and 2 until the lowest level L. Then check the timing and routing congestion constraints, and reroute the nets violating constraints with a bottom up manner until no more improvement can be achieved.
In the following, we describe the details of each phase.
A. Phase 1 : 424 Area Routing
In the first phase, we route nets N each 0-1 variable x ij is associated with each possible routing pattern j of a net n i , and we determine their patterns so that the routing congestion is minimized by selecting a particular set from many possible routing alternatives. We produce a set of routing patterns P i of each net n i which meets the timing constraints by wire-sizing and buffer-insertion so that the routing result given by the solution of the 0-1 integer program satisfies the timing constraints. Step 4 : Repeat Steps 2 and 3 in m l times.
Step 1 : Calculation of timing slack
Intrinsically, in the hierarchical routing approach, the routing of a net may not be completed in a 424 region and its terminals may include the virtual terminals (the virtual source and the virtual sink are explained in the next section), which are introduced in the hierarchical decomposition process. The interconnection delay, however, must be calculated based on the actual terminal positions to estimate the interconnection delay more exactly.
We estimate the interconnection delay from the given routing topology, in which the root of a subtree may be the virtual source and each wire is determined from the current routing solutions of each block (Figure 4) . Moreover, if a block includes more than one terminals, we estimate the interconnection delay with making a subtree whose root is placed at the center of the coordinates of all the sinks.
The delay of each sink is calculated under the Elmore delay model [8] , where each wire connecting two nodes has the Manhattan length. Since fringing capacitance has also been be- coming a dominant factor of signal delay in sub-micron VLSI chips, we consider it explicitly in our delay model. The timing slack, denoted as S l (i; j ), at sink i of net n j , is presented as,
where re q (i) and d(i) are the required and actual delays of the sink i, respectively. If the value of the timing slack of sink i is larger than a threshold delay d th , we call the sink i a critical sink of net n j , and net n j having critical sinks are called a critical net, where d th is a constant given by the user.
The timing slack of net n j is the minimum value of all the timing slack of sink i, and defined as,
So, the net which has a smaller slack value is more critical under given the timing constraints.
Routing Pattern Generation
Next, we will select a set of jN 00 l j nets from N 0 l at level l in decreasing order of the timing slack of the net, and for each net we generate a set of routing patterns which are candidates of the net route. Each routing pattern p ij of net n j is different in its routing topology, in its wire width, or in the number of inserted buffers. For a set of routing patterns P j of n j , the input variables of 0-1 integer program are defined in the following step. The purpose in this step is to generate a set of different routing patterns of a net as much as possible, which satisfy the timing constraints considering wire-sizing and buffer-insertion. Since the number of possible routing patterns may be exponential in the size of the routing graph, we set the maximum number of routing patterns to P max so as to reduce the computation time without degradation of the routing solution.
In generating the routing patterns of each net, we focus on both the interconnection delay and the routing congestion. For the critical nets, to reduce the delay using the wire-sizing and buffer-insertion, the minimum delay route will be generated. On the other hand, for the non-critical nets, routing patterns with many different topologies which satisfy the timing constraints are generated so that the chance of selection for reducing the routing congestion will become much high. Note that, because of the characteristics of the circuit data and the feature of the top-down hierarchical decomposition, more than half of all nets are two terminal nets. From these reasons, we will propose two routing pattern generation algorithms, one for two terminal nets, and the other for nets having more than two terminals.
[ Pattern Generation for Two-Terminal Nets ]
Step 1: For each two terminal net n k , repeat steps shown below.
Step 2: Generate routing pattern P jk with the shortest path between terminals on local layer.
Step 3: If the net is critical, then minimize the delay of P jk by applying wire-sizing and buffer-insertion.
Step 4: Generate a routing pattern without using the edge in P jk by weighted maze routing, where the weight of the edge is the routing congestion.
Step 5: If the generated routing pattern violates the timing constraints, then minimize the delay by applying wire-sizing and buffer-insertion.
[ Pattern Generation for Multi-Terminal Nets ]
Step 1: For each multi-terminal net, repeat steps shown below.
Step 2: Generate a routing pattern as the minimum length tree T jk on local layer( Fig.5(a) ).
Step 3: If the net is critical, then make the minimum length tree without a critical sink, connect source and a critical sink with the shortest path( Fig.5(b) ).
Step 4: Select a pair of sinks with which the sum of their capacitances is minimized, and make a subtree by weighted maze routing (Fig.5(c) ). Repeat this procedure until the tree is constructed.
Step 5: If a generated routing pattern violates the timing constraints, then minimize the delay by applying wire-sizing and buffer-insertion( Fig.5(d) ).
For the multi-terminal net, it is difficult to find the routing pattern as the Steiner tree satisfying the timing constraints. In generating a new generated routing pattern, we will check the timing constraints and if it violates the timing constraint, then it is abandoned. After applying wire-sizing and buffer-insertion to reduce the delay, the timing constrains may be satisfied. 
Step 3 : Routing by 0-1 integer program
In each 424 area routing, all the selected nets N 00 l are considered simultaneously instead of being routed in a particular net ordering. Candidate routes p ij which are generated in the pattern generation step are identified and represented as 0-1 variables Since we will solve the subproblem of routing for N 0 , the routing capacity is given as 1 c a p
(0 1). Although 0-1 integer program produces an optimal solution if it is solved, the computation time would be very large. So, we consider the relaxation of this formulation, in which integer constraints are replaced with 0 x i j 1. An obtained optimal solution by solving this linear program is a fractional solution. We use a randomized rounding algorithm [11, 12] to obtain an integer solution from a fractional solution.
B. Phase 2 : Hierarchical Decomposition
In this phase, the level of hierarchy is down to the next lower level, and we decompose each block at the current level to 424 blocks at the next level. At that time, the virtual terminals are placed on the boarder of blocks to map the obtained routes of nets to the next level ( Figure 6 ).
In this section, we call a pair of blocks to which the virtual terminals are assigned a slot, and denote it as u i (i = 1; 2; 3; 4) . As shown in Figure 6 , a slot consists of a pair of the adjacent blocks on the boarder of 4 2 4 regions at level l + 1, where the boarder means the rectangle line of a block in level l. When hierarchical decomposition is done, the route of a net split by decomposition must be reconnected by a pair of virtual terminals, which are placed on a slot. We have to assign a net to one of four possible slot positions with which the net is passing through the boarder. Our approach uses linear assignment [4, 10] to this slot assignment problem. For each net n j and any candidate slot u i , we estimate the cost cost(n j ; u i ) resulting from that assignment. This cost function is classified into the following three cases:
Case 1: c o s t ( n j ; u i ) = 1lengt h(t e r m; s). The virtual terminal is connected directly to the terminals of a cell.
Case 2: c o s t ( n j ; u i ) = . The virtual terminal is connected to a virtual terminal.
Case 3: c o s t ( n j ; u i ) = 1 lengt h ( c u t ; s ). The virtual terminal connects to the end of a segment.
where length(term,s) is the length between the terminal of a cell and a slot, length(cut,s) is the length between a boarder of a segment passing through and a slot, and ; ; are predetermined constants. We estimate the cost from both the right and left sides c o s t r ; c o s t l , and the total cost function is c o s t ( n j ; u i ) = c o s t r ( n j ; u i ) + c o s t l ( n j ; u i ). We formulate the linear assignment problem using this cost function, and solve it by an algorithm [4] to determine the positions of virtual terminals. Assignment of virtual terminals on vertical direction is done in a similar manner. After repeating Phases 1 and 2 until the lowest level L, although all nets are routed, some nets might cause the timing violation due to the discrepancy of estimation of the interconnection delay and the net based timing constraints (Fig.7) . In Phase 3, we rip-up these nets and reroute them so as to satisfy the given timing constraints. When rerouting the nets, we use a bottom up routing approach considering the routing congestion in which almost nets have already been routed. In bottom up approach, the routes of nets are determined from the lowest level L.
C. Phase3: Bottom Up Rerouting
After ripping up nets which violate the timing constraints, first, we will route them inside of a block at level l+1 (Fig.7(b) ).
This is done on the decomposition graph of a block, that is, on hierarchical graph at level l + 1 where weighted maze routing is performed to find a route with the minimum routing congestion.
Next we must find a route at level l (Fig.7(c)) , at the upper level, and we find the minimum delay route. Finally, this obtained route is rerouted at level l + 1 as the same procedure in Phase 2.
IV Experimental Results
The proposed global routing algorithm has been implemented in C language, and run on a Ultra Comp Station model 170 with SunOS5.5. We have experimented it to the IS-CAS/MCNC benchmarks shown in Table I . For these benchmarks, logic synthesis and technology mapping were performed by SIS1.2 [14] and the placements were generated by TimberWolf7.0 [2] .
In this table, "#constraints" is the number of timing constraints. "avq large24" was generated by combining four "avq large" circuits as an example of the large scale circuit which has more than 100,000 cells and nets. Table II shows the delay parameters used in the experiments. In the following, we describe the parameters used in the experiments. Since the hierarchy level determines the size of the global routing gird, we will decompose the chip area until the size of a block has become the standard cell size (level 5). The 0-1 integer program in Phase 2 runs under the case that the number of nets (jN 00 l j) is 500, and the maximum number of patterns for a net (P max ) is 30. We solve the relaxed linear program by using the linear programming package LOQO [1] . In Tables III and IV, we show the experimental results. In these tables, "wire length" is the total wire length (m). "wire ratio" is the completion ratio of routing, i.e., the ratio of the number of routed nets satisfying timing constraints to the total number of nets (%). "delay" is the maximum delay in the circuit (nsec). "#buffer" is the number of buffers which were inserted, and "CPU" is CPU time(sec).
First, Table III shows the results after Phase 2 at the lowest hierarchy level, that is, these results are obtained by only topdown hierarchical routing with wire-sizing and buffer-insertion without rerouting. From this table, the almost nets were routed in hierarchical routing with satisfying the timing constraints so that the rerouting process is needed to run in a short computation time. The complete routing results after rip-up and rerouting satisfy the timing constraints for all benchmark data. The computation time is reasonable for large scale circuits which have more than 100,000 nets. We have also compared the routing results with the ones obtained by the method without wire-sizing and buffer-insertion. In the case of no wire-sizing and no buffer-insertion, the wire width of each layer is the same as that of local layer, that is, all layers have the minimum wire width. The routing patterns containing inserted buffers were not generated. Table IV shows the routing results after hierarchical routing(Phase 3). From Tables III and IV, the proposed method effectively produces the routing results satisfying the timing constraints. We also note that, without wire-sizing and buffer insertion, no feasible routing solutions can be obtained. 
V Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a timing-driven hierarchical global routing algorithm with wire-sizing and buffer-insertion. The proposed algorithm assumes the multi-layer layout model which has different wire width on each routing layer. From the experimental results, the proposed routing algorithm successfully produces all routes of nets with satisfying the timing constraints.
For future research, we will improve the routing pattern generating algorithm, because quality of routing patterns determines the overall performance of the proposed algorithm. Extension of the proposed algorithm to the one in which crosstalk is taken into account is another important subject.
